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Color trademark refers to a trademark consisting of color only. Due to the 
specialty of color there exist various opinions against protection for color trademark 
by registration. While color trademarks are used increasingly all over the world, two 
issues need to be resolved urgently. One is whether color trademark is absolutely 
unregistered, and the other is what kind of requirements should be satisfied if the 
color trademark is permitted to register. This article focuses on reviewing the 
development of the U.S. statute and case law in this area in order to clarify the two 
issues specified above. Moreover, this thesis examines the legislation and cases in 
European Union and some of its member states with an aim to seek approach to 
improve the system of color trademark registration. When China amended its 
trademark law in 2001, the registration of trademark consisting of combination of 
colors is allowed for the first time. It is thus helpful for China’s judicial practice to 
study the law and practice in the USA and Europe in question.  
In addition to the preface and conclusion，this article includes four chapters. 
Chapter  introduces the rationale of trademark law, focusing on general Ⅰ
conditions for trademark registration, and gives an outline about color trademark. 
Chapter  is the essenⅡ tial part of the article. First, it introduces the three 
traditional opinions of U.S. common law against the color trademark registration, 
which are the theory of color depletion, the doctrine of shade confusion and the 
principle of functionality. The Lanham Act and the Second Meaning theory originated 
from the U.S. are introduced as well. Then, this chapter analyzes the development of 
color trademark registration in judicial decisions in the U.S.A, and rebuts the 
above-mentioned opinions of the traditional common law. After analyzing the Lanham 
Act, this thesis makes a conclusion that color trademark may be registered under 
certain conditions. Meanwhile, the judicial experience that the U.S. courts judge 
distinctiveness of color trademark by the Second Meaning theory and analyze 
non-functionality of color trademark are rather precious. 
Chapter  investigates the legislation and cases on color trademark in European Ⅲ














Europe and the USA think alike. 
Chapter  contemplates the color trademark system in China. The above Ⅳ
chapters show that it is an international trend to protect color trademark by 
registration. For the present, the point in China is how to scrutinize the registration of 
trademark consisting of combination of colors. However, the thesis concludes that a 
single color trademark should not be registered in China’s trademark law.  
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系视觉可感知作为注册条件。”这是 WTO 的 低标准即各成员必须对颜色组合
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第一章  商标法的基础理论与颜色商标概述 
 













际公约，Trips 协定第 15 条第 1 款规定：“任何能够将一企业的商品或服务与其
它企业的商品或服务区分开的标记或标记组合，均应能够构成商标。”④根据这一
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